
Cede 780522, records reeeived with 8/18/81 Hall (Phillips) letter 
The smaller of the two biund sets of records could not be followed byiin the 

workshects. Because the worksheets algo have numbers added in the upper right-hand 
corners 1 rearranged them uy those numbers only to x find that there are two miked 4 
and that they still do not agree with the worksheets, 

4s usual, the FEI went out of ite way not to identify the records in its letter, 
So it adds to rather than reducing the confusion the FSI ereated deliberately. (They 
have urbkkten me before and I have gean many worksheets before now.) 

Waking it even more confusing, bound together there are the 100— 40461 recoria, 
thoas Listed as 1001046Iet 4 and 1At and 4A2swo are mazieed Vol 4 apd the other 
three worksheets do not indicate what volume at all, Most confusing of all is the total 
ebsence of serial nusbers on the attached records, Serial numbers are on the worksheets 
but somewhere tho FBI found copies for me that de not include what is supposed to be 
put ou each record when it is filed, the file and serial numbers, 

These workshe-ts again are not dated. Suppoetl/ the FRE dates tho worksheets vhen 
At croates thoy, “sceuse they give me a difierent set then they keep on file they can 
and often de avoid duking then, The obvious SBEES is inprover, te hide the deliberated 
ness with wiich the agrecment gpproved by the Court is regularly violated, From internal 

| @tidencs these recowis not mxileduntil August were procagsed fn Autti, 
The other bound recoils enclosed with thie 6/19 Letter has the workshects dated 7~78 

(uidoh de not the way they date their own copies). It also is = alsoslleneous collection 
which wil: not be understood vyschelars dn the future because of the inadequate description 

The last qecord dn this Latch, Sit5-lde8 « 392 is described as “informétion provided 
by source.” The “information” is the 247 page manuseript,"I an se Potay, < 4m e Patsy," by 
the late George Delohvenschilat. The "sources" is not secret because he went to the vresa 
and was quoted by it after DelUhrenachildt's suicide. Hs is the lawyer. The usual and 
inappropriate 70 and D clains are made on the ogbezing 52 340. (The FHI did not provide 
& copy of this with the Deohrenschildt recozis,)


